Using Rounding Cards Center

Tactile, Auditory, and Visual

I used the same cards I used to introduce the lesson. The students get in groups of three. They will each be given a set of cards. They will have another group of cards that have numbers on them with what digit to round it to. They will take turns drawing a card out of a pile that has a number on it and what to round it to. They will take the number that was on that card and make it with their other set of cards. Then, they will round it to the digit the card they draw had on it.

They will draw the number and say what that number is-

Then make that number with their cards-

After they make that number they will round it to the digit the card they draw had on it-

Last, they will read the number that they have rounded it too.

They can check each others work as they play the game.